COPYRIGHT GUIDELINES

Text, image files, and video clips from the Blue Brain Project website and other associated sites are the property of EPFL/Blue Brain Project and are protected by copyright restrictions.

EPFL/Blue Brain Project expressly prohibits the use and/or copying of text, image files and video clips from the Blue Brain Project web site without express permission.

CDs, DVDs and web downloads:

Text, image files, and video clips provided by the Blue Brain Project are the property of EPFL/Blue Brain Project and are protected by copyright restrictions.

EPFL/Blue Brain Project permits the use of text, image files and video clips from the Blue Brain Project according to the guidelines below:

1. **text, image files and video clips** may only be used to illustrate articles or other media reporting specifically about the Blue Brain Project;
2. Permission is not granted for personal or commercial use or to illustrate non-commercial content not associated with the Blue Brain Project under any circumstances;
3. All text, images and video clips must cite EPFL/Blue Brain Project, and the citation must include all copyright information; unless otherwise indicated all images and video clips are ©BBP/EPFL;
4. None of the content may be altered or modified without approval;
5. No high resolution images or source video files may be used in a manner which permits download by a third party.